Abstract. By using Gaussian software to make input file of water molecules , then in the Linux environment, the parallel CPMD was applied to simulate the nature of the hydrogen bond in aqueous solution through trajectory computation of input file . Then extract the track fragments selectively which meets hydrogen bonds formation conditions and switch to NBO analysis of trajectory segments under Linux. Finally drawing the acquisition after the analysis of data collection can intuitively see changes of the relations between various data during the process of the hydrogen bond formation and fracture.
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1.Introduction
Water is very common in our life, but it has some inexplicable properties such as the maximum density (1g / cm3) under an atmospheric pressure(105 pa), temperature of 4 and ℃ freezing at 0 ,boiling in 100 . These phenomena are very common but it is hard to explain, and ℃ ℃ now an explanation is recognized because of hydrogen bonding between water molecules and produce these phenomena.In this paper, trajectory calculation of water molecules group model established by Gaussian is presented using CPMD and more appropriate bonding trajectory is also chosen to analysis hydrogen bonds atomic spacing before and after , E (2) (secondary order perturbation stabilization energy), bond angles changes and the relationship between the number of occupied electron and strength of hydrogen bonds [1] .
2.The experimental method

First-Principles
First Principles [2] of quantum mechanics calculation refers to only the five basic physical constants(m0, e, c, h, kB) included and does not depending on any empirical parameters can the the state and properties of micro system reasonably predicted .
First-principle calculation method has incomparable advantages compared with semi-empirical method , because it only needs to know the atomic number of each element constituting the microscopic system , without the acquisition for any other adjustable (experience and the fitting) parameters and apply quantum mechanics to calculate the physical properties ,total energy of the micro system, electronic structure ,etc.
On the one hand, first principles calculation is a supplement besides of true experiment, because the characteristics and properties of simulation system can be more close to the real situation by calculating . On the other hand, compared to the real experiment, first-principles calculations allow us to quickly design the experiment to meet the requirements.
Operation method
The CPMD software is a program processed under the Linux environment,serving computation of the model which we want to analysis by using the First-principle .
The model of the three water molecules(showed as Fig 1) is established by Gauss-view in this paper and dealt with in an empty cell in order to satisfy the boundary conditions to simulate the aqueous environment. 
